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INTRODUCTION

amp.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
Gladys &#40;Lima-Perú&#41; has contributed to the dictionary with 6 meanings that we have approved and collected in
this small book. We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not
hesitate to visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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haceros
Becomes the verb do, example, some expressions, mostly used in literary works: do make you my soul... that as long as
you're not do alegre your remoteness do your good smile do generally is not used, in the event that you designate a task
to students do should make you the collection of do. do by do must make the collection of do make corresponds the
imperative makes you??????: Makes you ( you ) a general help, term used in some countries or regions thereof, as do
his mercy do do do you ask do????

sin par
Unparalleled is something unique, something that has no comparison. It can be used to express something that doesn't
need to be compared with another, for example to write a poem...

taya
The TAYA or TARA in a native plant of the Peru, it is in inter-Andean valleys from 500 meters up to the 3000 inclusive,
some scholars who have studied the behavior of this plant argue that the taya has a growth of 2 cm per year which is
not true because in the plantation that I have installed I have plants that have grown approximately 60 cm in five months
at the farm. http://otoyacajabamba.blogdiario.com/ http://www.planet-diversity.org/es/storiesandvideos/tara.htmlUn like
to reach esrei data.


